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Abstract. Many problems in AI study can be traced back to the confusion of
different research goals. In this paper, five typical ways to define AI are clarified,
analyzed, and compared. It is argued that though they are all legitimate research
goals, they lead the research to very different directions, and most of them have
trouble to give AI a proper identity. Finally, a working definition of AI is proposed,
which has important advantages over the alternatives.
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1. The Problem of Defining “Intelligence”
A research project should have a clearly specified research goal; a research field should
consist of research projects with related research goals. Though these requirements
sound self-evident, Artificial Intelligence (AI) seems to be an exception, where people
not only disagree on what is the best solution to the problem (which is usual in any
branch of science and engineering), but also on what the problem is (which is unusual,
at least given the extent of the disagreement). As evidence of this situation, at the 50th
anniversary of the field, the AAAI Presidential Address still asked the question “what
really is AI and what is intelligence about?” [1].
It is well known that people have different understandings to what “intelligence”,
or “AI”, means. However, this issue has not been explored to the extent it deserves,
mainly due to two widely spread opinions:
• There is a natural definition of the term “intelligence”, while the different
understandings are just different aspects of the same notion, and the various
AI schools are exploring different trails to the same summit, or working on
different parts of the same whole.
• Like most terms in natural languages, the term “intelligence” cannot be
defined, therefore people can keep whatever understanding they like about it,
as far as their research produce useful results.
Though these two opinions take opposite positions on whether intelligence can be
defined, they lead to the same attitude toward this issue, that is, they see the discussion
on the definition of “intelligence” as a waste of time.
The aim of this paper is to show that both above opinions are wrong. In the
following, I will clarify various understandings of AI, analyze their relations, and
evaluate their potentials. I will then argue for the necessity and possibility of giving
“intelligence” a proper “working definition” for the need of AI research. For the field
as a whole, multiple working definitions exist, and it will remain to be the case in the
near future. Even so, to clearly understand their difference is still very important.

For the emerging field of “Artificial General Intelligence” (AGI), this discussion
has special importance. Since AGI treats “intelligence” as a whole [2], a project in this
field will be inevitably guided and judged by its working definition of intelligence.
This paper follows my previous discussions on this topic [3, 4], and addresses the
topic in a more accurate and comprehensive manner. As discussed in [3], a “working
definition” of a term, like “intelligence”, is a definition to be used as the goal of a
research project. To carry out the research consistently and efficiently, every researcher
needs to select or establish such a working definition. At the early stage of a field, no
working definition can be agreed by every researcher, but it does not mean that no one
is better than another. A working definition should be sharp, simple, faithful to the
original term, and fruitful in guiding the research. Since these requirements usually
conflict with one another, the final choice is typically a compromise and tradeoff
among various considerations. For instance, a working definition often can neither fully
agree with the everyday usage of the term (which is fuzzy and vague), nor be fully
formalized (which will be too far away from the everyday usage).
Though people have different opinions on how to accurately define AI, on a more
general level they do agree on what this field is about. Human beings differ from
animals and machines significantly in their mental ability, which is commonly called
“intelligence”, and AI is the attempt to reproduce this ability in computer systems. This
vague consensus sets important constraints on how AI should be defined:
• Since the best example of “intelligence” is the human mind, AI should be
defined as identical to human intelligence in certain sense. At the early stage
of research, this “identical to” (a matter of yes/no) can be relaxed to “similar
to” (a matter of degree), and the progress of research can be indicated by the
increased degree of similarity.
• Since AI is an attempt to duplicate human intelligence, not to completely
duplicate a human being, an AI system is different from a person in certain
other aspects. Otherwise the research would be aimed at “artificial person”,
rather than intelligent computer. Therefore, it is not enough to say that an AI is
similar to human without saying where the similarity is, since it cannot be in
every aspect.
To make the analysis and comparison precise, in this paper human beings and
computer systems are all specified as “agents” that “receive percepts from the
environment and perform actions” [5]. At a given moment t, the full history of an agent
can be represented as a triple <P, S, A>, where P = <p0, …, pt> is the sequence of
percepts, A = <a0, …, at> is the sequence of actions, and S = <s0, …, st> is the sequence
of internal states the system has gone through. When a typical human mind is
represented as H = <PH, SH, AH>, and a typical intelligent computer as C = <PC, SC, AC>,
a working definition of AI corresponds to a definition of similarity between C and H,
when the two are described at a certain level of abstraction.
Since this discussion is about the qualitative difference among AI working
definitions, not about the quantitative difference in intelligence among systems, in the
following no attempt will be made to establish a numerical measurement of this
similarity. Instead, the focus will be on identifying the factors that are relevant to this
similarity. To simplify the discussion, it is assumed that two sequences (of percepts,
actions, or states) are similar as far as their corresponding components are similar to
each other, and that the similarity between two percepts, two actions, and two states
can be meaningfully evaluated in certain way.

Limited by length, this paper concentrates on the major types of working
definitions of AI, without analyzing every proposed definition in detail. For the same
reason, the paper will not address how to build an AI system according to a given
working definition.

2. Typical Ways to Define AI
Following the distinction introduced in [3], typical ways to define AI are divided into
five types, each of which evaluates the similarity between C and H by structure,
behavior, capability, function, and principle, respectively. They are discussed in the
following, one by one.
(1) By Structure
Since the best known instance of intelligence is produced by the human brain, it is
natural to assume that AI can be achieved by building a brain-like structure, consisting
of massive neuron-like processing units working in parallel.
This idea has been further developed in various forms, such as Connection
Machine [6] and Artificial Neural Networks [7]. More recent brain-oriented AGI works
include those by Hawkins [8] and de Garis [9].
Due to the complexity of the human brain and its fundamental difference from
computer hardware, none of these projects plans to be faithful to the brain structure in
all the details. Instead, they only take the brain as the source of inspirations, and the
resulting systems approximate to the brain at a certain level and scope of description.
Even so, many people inside and outside the field of AI still believe that accurate
“brain modeling” will provide the ultimate solution to AI, when it is allowed by our
knowledge of the human brain and the available computer technology. According to
this opinion, “the ultimate goals of AI and neuroscience are quite similar” [10].
I will call this type of definition “Structure-AI”, since it requires the structural
similarity between an AI system and the human brain. In the agent framework, it means
that C is similar to H in the sense that
<PC, SC, AC> ≈ <PH, SH, AH>
that is, the two have similar streams of percepts and actions, as well as similar state
transforming sequences, due to their similar internal structure. According to this
understanding of AI, even though it is impossible to accurately duplicate the brain
structure in the near future, we should try to move to that goal as close as possible, and
the distance to it can be used to evaluate the research results.
(2) By Behavior
Since intelligence seems to be more about the human mind than the human brain, many
people believe that it is better to concentrate on the system’s behavior when evaluating
its intelligence. The best known idea in this category is the Turing Test [11]. Though
Turing proposed his test only as a sufficient condition, not a necessary condition, for
intelligence, it nevertheless is taken by many people as the definition of AI [12, 13].

A representative approach towards AGI, following this path, can be found in
Newell's discussion of the Soar project [14], which was presented both as an AI system
and a model of human psychology. According to this opinion, AI is identified with
“cognitive modeling”, where the computer-produced results are evaluated by
comparisons with psychological data produced by human subjects. In its later years,
Soar has been moving away from this strong psychological orientation, so at the
current time a better example for this category is ACT-R [15], though it is not proposed
as an AI model, but a psychological model.
Another example of this understanding of AI can be found in the field of “chatbot”,
where the intelligence of a system is evaluated according to how much it “talks like a
human”, such as in the Loebner Prize Competition [16].
I will call this type of definition “Behavior-AI”, since it requires the behavioral
similarity between an AI system and the human mind. In the agent framework, it means
that C is similar to H in the sense that
<PC, AC> ≈ <PH, AH>
that is, the two should have similar streams of percepts and actions. Here the two
systems are treated as “black box”, whose internal structure and state do not matter. Of
course, the AI system may be similar to a human mind only after a certain period of
training, and that can be accepted in the above representation by setting the starting
moment of the percepts and actions at the completion of the training.
(3) By Capability
For people whose interest in AI mainly comes from its potential practical applications,
the intelligence of a system should be indicated by its capability of solving hard
problems [17]. After all, this is how we usually judge the intelligence of a person.
Furthermore, the progress of a research field will eventually be evaluated according to
the usefulness of its results.
Partly because of such considerations, the earliest practical problems studied by AI
were typical intellectual activities like theorem proving and game playing  if a
person can solve these problems, we call the person “intelligent”; therefore, if a
computer can do the same, then we may have to call the computer “intelligent”, too.
Driven by similar motivations, a large number of application-oriented AI projects are
“expert systems” in various domains  experts are intelligent, so if a computer can
solve a problem that only an expert can, the computer must be intelligent, too.
Especially, a computer is often considered as intelligent if it solves a problem that
previously could only be solved by human beings, but no computers. Consequently, AI
becomes an expanding frontier of computer application.
The biggest AI achievements so far, according to this understanding, include Deep
Blue, the chess-playing system that defeated the world champion, and Stanley, the selfdriven vehicle that finished a 132-mile trek in 7 hours.
I will call this type of definition “Capability-AI”, since it requires an AI system to
have human capability of practical problem solving. In the agent framework, it means
that C is similar to H in the sense that there are moments i and j such that
< piC, aiC> ≈ < pjH, ajH>

that is, the action (solution) the computer produces for a percept (problem) is similar to
the action produced by a human to a similar percept  to make the discussion simple,
here I assume that a single percept can represent the problem, and a single action can
represent the solution. Since here what matters is the final solution only, it is irrelevant
whether the computer goes through a human-like internal process or produce humanlike external behavior beyond this problem-solving process.
In the AGI context, it follows that systems with higher intelligence can solve more
and harder problems. A recent form of this idea is Nilsson’s “employment test”: “To
pass the employment test, AI programs must be able to perform the jobs ordinarily
performed by humans. Progress toward human-level AI could then be measured by the
fraction of these jobs that can be acceptably performed by machines.”[18] Among
existing AGI projects, a representative one of this type is Cyc, which encodes vast
amounts of commonsense knowledge to achieve human-like problem-solving
capability [19].
(4) By Function
Since most AI researchers are computer scientists and engineers, they prefer to
represent the ability of an agent as some function that maps input (percepts) into output
(actions), which is how a computer program is specified.
Typical opinions are like “Intelligence is the computational part of the ability to
achieve goals in the world” and “What is important for AI is to have algorithms as
capable as people at solving problems”, both from McCarthy [20]. A more systematic
and influential description came from Marr: “a result in Artificial Intelligence consists
of the isolation of a particular information processing problem, the formulation of a
computational theory for it, the construction of an algorithm that implements it, and a
practical demonstration that the algorithm is successful” [21].
Guided by such opinions, the field of AI is widely seen as consisting of separate
cognitive functions, such as searching, reasoning, planning, learning, problem solving,
decision making, communicating, perceiving, acting, etc., each having its various
computational formulations and algorithmic implementations [5].
I will call this type of definition “Function-AI”, since it requires an AI system to
have cognitive functions similar to those observed in humans. In the agent framework,
it means that C is similar to H in the sense that there are moments i and j such that
aiC = f C(piC), ajH = f H(pjH), f C ≈ f H
that is, the function that maps a percept (problem) into an action (solution) in the
computer is similar to that of a human. Since here the focus is on the functions, the
actual percepts and actions of the two agents do not matter too much.
In the AGI context, such a working definition implies that a system should have
many cognitive functions working together. Representative projects moving in this
direction include LIDA [22] and Novamente [23].
(5) By Principle
Science always looks for simple and unified explanations of complicated and diverse
phenomena. Therefore, it is not a surprise that some AI researchers attempt to identify

the fundamental principle by which human intelligence can be explained and
reproduced in computer at a general level.
Intuitively, “intelligence” is associated with the ability to get the best solution.
However, such a definition would be trivial if it asks the agent to exhaustively evaluate
all possible solutions and to select the best among them. To be more realistic, Simon
proposed the notion of “Bounded Rationality”, which restricts what the agent can know
and do [24]. Russell argued that intelligent agents should have “Bounded Optimality”,
the ability to generate maximally successful behavior given the available information
and computational resources [25].
Among AGI projects, AIXI [26] and NARS [4] can be seen as different attempts to
build AI as some type of rational or optimal system, though they specify rationality in
different ways, and make very different assumptions on the environment of the system.
AIXI aims at the highest expected reward, under the assumption that the system has
sufficient resources and the environment is a Turing Machine. On the other hand, in
NARS “intelligence” is defined as “adaptation with insufficient knowledge and
resources”, which puts no restriction on the environment, while requiring the system to
be finite, real-time, and open.
I will call this type of definition “Principle-AI”, since it requires an AI system to
follow similar normative principles as the human mind. In the agent framework, it
means that C is similar to H in the sense that
AC = FC(PC), AH = FH(PH), FC ≈ FH
that is, the function that maps the whole stream of percepts into the whole stream of
actions in the computer is similar to that of a human. Again, here the focus is on the
function, not the actual percepts and actions. Here the function is called a “principle”,
to stress that it is not just about a single problem and its solution, but about the agent's
life-long history in various situations, when dealing with various types of problems.

3. The Necessity of Distinction
The above five types of working definition all set legitimate research goals, but they
are different from each other.
• Structure-AI contributes to the study of the human brain. It also helps to
explain how the brain carries out various cognitive activities, but if the
research goal is in the behavior, capability, function, or principle of the mind,
then to duplicate the brain structure is often not the best way (in terms of
simplicity and efficiency), because the brain is formed under biological and
evolutionary restrictions largely irrelevant to computers.
• Behavior-AI contributes to the study of human psychology. Very often, “the
human way” gives us inspirations on how to use a computer, but it is not the
best way to solve a practical problem, or to implement a cognitive function or
principle. Also, behavior similarity does not necessarily require structural
similarity.
• Capability-AI contributes to various application domains, by solving practical
problems there. However, due to the lack of generality of the solutions, this

kind of solution usually contributes little to the study of brain or mind outside
the scope of the domain problems.
• Function-AI contributes to computer science, by producing new software
(sometimes also hardware) that can carry out various type of computation.
However, the best way to implement the required computation is usually not
exactly the way such a process is carried out in the human mind/brain
complex. Since a cognitive function is generalized over many concrete
problems, it is not necessarily the best way to solve each of them. If an agent
is equipped with multiple cognitive functions, they are not necessarily
designed according to the same principle.
• Principle-AI contributes to the study of information processing in various
situations, by exploring the implications of different assumptions. Given the
generality of a principle, it cannot explain all the details of the human brain or
the human mind, nor does it provide the best way to solve every practical
problem. Even though a principle-based system usually does carry out various
cognitive functions, they are not necessarily separate processes, each with its
own computational formulation and algorithmic implementation.
Therefore, these five trails lead to different summits, rather than to the same one.
If these working definitions of AI all originated from the study of the human
brain/mind, how can they end up in different places? It is because each of them
corresponds to a different level of description. Roughly speaking, the five types of
working definitions in the above list are listed in the order of increasing generality and
decreasing specificity, with Structure-AI being the most “human-centric” approach,
and Principle-AI the least (though it still comes from an abstraction of human thinking).
Each level of description comes with its concepts and vocabulary, which make certain
patterns and activities more visible, while ignore other patterns and activities visible in
the other levels, either above it or below it. In this context, there is no such a thing as
the “true” or “correct” level of description, and each of the five can be used as goals of
legitimate scientific research.
To distinguish five types of AI definition does not mean that they are unrelated to
each other. It is possible to accept a working definition as the primary goal, and also to
achieve some secondary goals at the same time, or to benefit from works aimed at a
different goal. For example, when implementing a principle, we may find that the
“human way” is very simple and efficient, which also provides good solutions to some
real-world problems. However, even in such a situation, it is still necessary to
distinguish the primary goal of a research from the additional and secondary results it
may produce, because whenever there is a design decision to make, it is the primary
goal that matters most.
Even though each of the five types of AI definition is valid, to mix them together
in one project is not a good idea. Many current AI projects have no clearly specified
research goal, and people working on them often swing between different definitions of
intelligence. Such a practice causes inconsistency in the criteria of design and
evaluation, though it may accidentally produce some interesting results.
A common mistake is to believe that there is a “true” (“real”, “natural”) meaning
of “intelligence” that all AI research projects must obey. Some people think that AI
should follow the common usage (i.e., the dictionary definition) of the word
“intelligence”. This is not going to work. The meaning of “intelligence” in English (or
a similar word in another natural language) was largely formed before AI time, and
therefore is mainly about human intelligence, where the descriptions at various levels

(structure, behavior, capability, function, principle, etc.) are unified. On the contrary,
for computer systems these aspects become different goals, as discussed above.
For similar reasons, AI cannot simply borrow the definition of “intelligence” from
other disciplines, such as psychology or education, though the notion does have a
longer history in those fields. This is not only because there are also controversies in
those fields about what intelligence is, but also because the notion “intelligence” is
mainly used there to stress the difference among human beings in cognitive ability. On
the contrary, for AI this difference is almost negligible, and the notion is mainly used to
stress the difference between human beings and computer systems. Also for this reason,
it may not be a good idea to use IQ test to judge the ability of AI systems.
Some people argue that “AI is simply what the AI researchers do”. Though a
survey of the field provides a valid descriptive definition of AI, it is not a valid working
definition, which should be precise and coherent to guide a research project. Under the
common name “AI”, AI researchers are actually doing quite different things, as
described previously. Even if there is a majority point of view, it does not necessary
become the “true meaning” of AI that everyone must concur.
It is true that in many science disciplines the basic notions become well defined
only after long-term research. However, in those disciplines, at least the phenomena to
be studied are clearly identified at the beginning, or the disagreements in working
definitions of those notions do not make too much difference in the direction of the
research. On the contrary, in AI each researcher has to decide which phenomena of the
human intelligence should be studied and at which level of description. Such a decision
is inevitably based on an explicitly or implicitly accepted working definition of
intelligence. There is no way to be “definition-neutral”, because otherwise the research
would have nowhere to start  a phenomenon is relevant to AI only when the term
“AI” has meaning, no matter how vague or poor the meaning is.
Furthermore, the existing working definitions of AI are incompatible with each
other, as discussed previously, to the extent that progress toward one may be moving
away from another. It is very difficult, if meaningful, to design or evaluate an AI
system without considering its research goal first.
The confusion among different definitions is a common root of many controversies
in AI. For example, there has been a debate on whether Deep Blue is a success of AI
[27, 28]. According to the above analysis, the conclusion should clearly be “yes” if
“AI” is taken to mean “Capability-AI”, otherwise the answer should be “not much”, or
even “no”. We cannot assume people are talking about the same thing only because
they are all using the term “AI”.

4. The Possibility of Comparison
To say there are multiple valid working definitions of intelligence (and therefore, AI)
does not mean that they cannot be compared, or that they are equally good.
In [3], four criteria of a good working definition were borrowed from Carnap's
work (when he tried to define “probability”) [29]:
• It should have a sharp boundary.
• It should be faithful to the notion to be clarified.
• It should lead to fruitful research.
• It should be as simple as possible.

Given their forms as defined previously, the five types of definition are not too
different with respect to the requirements of sharpness and simplicity. Therefore, the
following discussion focuses on the other two criteria, faithfulness and fruitfulness.
As mentioned before, in general it is hard to say which of the five is more faithful
to the everyday usage of the word “intelligence”, because each of them captures a
different aspect of it. Similarly, each of the five produces important results, and which
one is “more fruitful” can only be determined after decades or even longer.
Therefore, instead of trying to decide which working definition is the best in
general, in the following I will focus on one aspect of this topic: which working
definition will give the field “AI” a proper identity, which should explain how the field
differs from the other fields, as well as elicits the common natures of its subfields.
AI has been suffering from a serious identity crisis for years. Many AI researchers
have complained that the field has not got the recognition it deserves, which is
sometimes called “The AI Effect”  as soon as a problem is solved, it is no longer
considered as a problem for AI anymore [30]. Within the field, fragmentation is also a
big problem [1]  each subfield has its own research goal and methods, and to
collectively call them “AI” seems only to have a historical reason, that is, they all more
or less came out of attempts of making computer “intelligent”, whatever that means.
For AI to be considered as a field of its own, its definition must satisfy the
following conditions:
• AI should not be defined in such a narrow way that takes human intelligence
as the only possible form of intelligence, otherwise AI research would be
impossible, by definition.
• AI should not be defined in such a broad way that takes all existing computer
systems as already having intelligence, otherwise AI research would be
unnecessary, also by definition.
Now let us analyze the responsibility of each type of working definition with
respect to the identity problem the field AI faces. Especially, how the definition posits
AI with respect to human psychology and computer science.
There is no doubt that the best example of “intelligence” is “human intelligence”,
and therefore all working definitions attempt to make computer systems “similar” to
humans, in various senses, and to various extents. However, Structure-AI and
Behavior-AI seem to leave too little space for “non-human intelligence”, so they may
be sufficient conditions for “intelligence”, but unlikely to be necessary conditions. If an
intelligent system must have human brain structure or produce human cognitive
behaviors, then some other possibilities, such as “animal intelligence”, “collective
(group) intelligence”, and “extraterrestrial intelligence”, all become impossible by
definition. It would be similar to defining “vision” by the structure or behavior of the
human visual organ. For AI, such a definition will seriously limit our imagination and
innovation of novel forms of intelligence. Human intelligence is developed under
certain evolutionary and biological restrictions, which are essential for human, but
hardly for intelligence in general. After all, “Artificial Intelligence” should not be taken
to mean “Artificial Human Intelligence”, since “Intelligence” should be a more general
notion than “Human Intelligence”.
On the other hand, Capability-AI and Function-AI seem to allow too many systems
to be called “intelligent”. It is not hard to recognize that works under the former is just
like what we usually call “computer application”, and the latter, “computer science”,
except that the problems or tasks are those that “humans can do or try to do” [27]. Do
these definitions give enough reason to distinguish AI from Computer Science (CS)?

Marr's computation-algorithm-implementation analysis of AI [21] can be applied to
every problem studied in CS, and so does the following textbook definition: “we define
AI as the study of agents that receive percepts from the environment and perform
actions” [5]. This consequence is made explicit by the claim of Hayes and Ford that AI
and CS are the same thing [31].
If the only difference between AI and CS is that the “AI problems” are historically
solved by the human mind, then how about problems like sorting or evaluating
arithmetic expression? Some people have taken the position that all programs are
intelligent, and their difference in intelligence is just a matter of degree. Such a usage
of the concept of “intelligence” is coherent, except that the concept has been trivialized
too much. If intelligence is really like this, there is no wonder why AI has got little
credit and recognition  if everything developed in the field of AI can be done in CS,
and the notion “intelligent agent” has no more content than “agent”, or even “system”,
what difference does it make if we omit the fancy term “intelligence”?
Furthermore, the widely acceptance of Capability-AI and Function-AI as working
definitions of AI is responsible for the current fragmentation of AI. Both of them define
AI by a group (of capabilities and functions, respectively), without demanding much
commonality among its members. As a result, AI practitioners usually assume they can,
and should, start to work on a single capability or function, which may be integrated to
get a general intelligence in the future. Since the best ways to solve practical problems
and to carry out formal computations differ greatly from case to case, there is not too
much to be learned from each other, even though all of them are called “AI”. As far as
people continue to define their problems in this way, the fragmentation will continue.
The above analysis leaves us only with Principle-AI. Of course, like the other four
types discussed above, Principle-AI is not a single working definition, but a group of
them. Different members in the group surely lead to different consequences. Obviously,
if the “principle” under consideration is too broad, it will include all computer systems
(which will be bad); if it is too narrow, it will exclude all non-human systems (which
will be bad, too). Therefore we need something in between, that is, a principle that
(1) is followed by the human mind,
(2) can be followed by computer systems,
(3) but are not followed by traditional computer systems.
An example of such a working definition of AI is the one accepted in the NARS
project. Briefly speaking, it identifies “intelligence” with “adaptation with insufficient
knowledge and resources”, which implies that the system is finite, works in real-time,
is open to novel tasks, and learns from experience [3, 4]. There are many reasons to
believe that the human mind is such a system. The practice of NARS shows that it is
possible to develop a computer system following this principle. Finally, traditional
computer systems do not follow this principle. Therefore, such a working definition
satisfies the previous requirements. Though NARS can be studied in different aspects,
the system cannot be divided into independent functions or capabilities, since the
components of the system tangle with one another closely, so cannot be treated in
isolation. The notion of “intelligence” is not an optional label in this research, since it
does introduce ideas not available in computer science or cognitive psychology.
Designed in this way, NARS has shown many interesting properties [4], though to
discuss them is far beyond the scope of this paper.
To prefer the NARS definition of AI does not mean that it can replace the others
for all purposes. As discussed before, each valid working definition of AI has its value.
Principle-based definitions are often described as “looking for a silver bullet”, labeled

as “physics envy”, and rejected by arguments like “intelligence is too complicated to be
explained by a few simple principles”. However, all these criticisms take such a
definition (of Principle-AI) as the means to achieve other ends (Structure-AI, BehaviorAI, Capability-AI, or Function-AI), which is a misconception. The NARS definition
may give AI a better identity than the other definitions do, though it does not produce
all the values that can be produced by the others.
Obviously, the NARS definition of AI is not a descriptive definition of the term
“AI”, that is, its common usage in the field, and most of the existing “AI systems” do
not satisfy this definition. However, it does not necessarily mean that this definition
should be rejected, but may imply that the field should change into a more coherent and
fruitful discipline of science.

5. Conclusion
Though intuitively everyone agrees that AI means to build computer systems that are
similar to the human mind in some way, they have very different ideas on where this
similarity should be. Among the many existing definitions [32], typical opinions define
this similarity in terms of structure, behavior, capability, function, or principle [3].
These working definitions of AI are all valid, in the sense that each of them
corresponds to a description of the human intelligence at a certain level of abstraction,
and sets a precise research goal, which is achievable to various extents. Each of them
is also fruitful, in the sense that it has guided the research to produce results with
intellectual and practical values.
On the other hand, these working definitions are different, since they set different
goals, require different methods, produce different results, and evaluate progress
according to different criteria. They cannot replace one another, or be “integrate” into a
coherent definition that satisfies all the criteria at the same time.
The common beliefs on this topic, “AI cannot be defined” and “All AI definitions
are roughly equivalent” are both wrong. AI can have working definitions that serve as
ultimate research goals. Every researcher in the field usually holds such a definition,
though often implicitly. To improve the coherence and efficiency of research and
communication, it is better to make our working definitions explicit.
This topic matters for AI, since the current AI research suffers from the confusion
of various goals and the missing of an identity. Consequently, many debates are caused
by different meanings of the term “AI”, and the field as a whole is fragmented within,
as well as has trouble to justify its uniqueness and integrity to the outside world.
This topic is crucial for AGI, given its stress on the “big picture” of an intelligent
system. Even though at the current time no working definition is perfect or final, to
dismiss the issue will damage the consistency of system design and evaluation.
Though there are many valid ways to define AI, they are not equally good. We will
not reach a consensus on which one is the best very soon, so in the field the different
working definitions will co-exist for a long time. Even so, it is important to understand
their difference and relationship.
Different working definition gives the field of AI different identities. To solve the
problems of internal fragmentation and external recognition, the most promising way is
to define AI by a principle of rationality that is followed by the human mind, but not by
traditional computer systems. The NARS project shows that such a solution is possible.
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